
Pigeons have maintained a wide variety of coloration patterns, 
known as morphs, for many centuries despite the fact that many 
feral animal species revert back to their original wild morph 
pattern after a few generations.

The goal of this research is to determine whether the morph that 
blends in most with an observation site is also the dominant 
morph type observed in that location.

Analysis combined pigeon morph types into four groups; blue-
bar, melanic, red, and odd. Results are displayed among Red, 
Green, Blue, and grayscale spectral resolutions.
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Data sources include pigeon observation data, aerial imagery, 
and pigeon imagery.

Results indicate a variation in dominant morph habitat similarity 
depending on the spectral bandwidth used for comparison. 

Figure 9. Dominant morph habitat match among multiple spectral frequencies. Full maps can be viewed online: https://arcg.is/brq8r

Figure 6A, B, C, and D. Pigeon morph groups; blue-bar, melanic, red, and odd.

Figure 3. Methods used to produce results.
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Figure 1. Study area 
includes Orange County 
and Los Angeles County, 
California.
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Discussion

Observation-point images were created by clipping aerial 
imagery. Mean Red, Green, Blue, and grayscale tones of 
observation-site and pigeon imagery was calculated using 
Python scripting. Resulting data was compared for similarity. 

Dataset Source

Aerial Imagery NAIP

Pigeon Data Dr. Rodrigue; CSULB Geography Department

Pigeon Imagery Dr. Rodrigue; CSULB Geography Department

Table 1. List of data and data sources used in the project
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Blue-bar pigeons have 
the highest level of 
similarity among all 
four spectral 
frequencies. However, 
all four morph groups 
also have a high 
number of similarity 
scores over 90%.

Figure 2. Blue-bar pigeon 
morph. 

Figure 7. Composition of morph groups observed at each observation site.

Figure 8. Timeline of steps taken to produce results.

Figure 4.
Sample 
observation site.
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Figure 10. Habitat similarity totals for all wavelengths.Figure 5. Timeline of steps taken to produce results.
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